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Abstract

The meanings of vicinity condition and POs (partial operations) of space-groupoid and OD

structure theory are investigated. The vicinity condition does not have any crystallographical

meanings, since POs do not transform invariantly the common two-dimensional lattice between

layers in an OD structure. By representing POs in correct forms, space-groupoid theory is

discussed that there is no room to introduce statistics into it. OD structure theory is concluded
●

not to be able to give any quantative informations for one-dimensionally disordered structures.
●

1. Introduction

Space-groupoids were introduced by Dornberger-Schiff & Grell-Niemann (1961) in order to

form the basis of OD structure theory. If the relation between OD structures and space-grou-

poids is similar to that between ordinary crystal structures and space groups, diffraction

phenomena of OD structures, such as extra-ordinary extinctions or di乱se streaks of X-ray

diffraction spectra, should be interpretated by the terms of space･groupoids. We hardly see the

papers reasonably discussing these phenomena by space-groupoid theoretical point of view.
●

The work of Sadanaga & Ohsumi (1979) was one of very few works氏)r the interpretation of

the di飴action phenomena by space-groupoid theory. The author (1983) showed that their space-

groupoid theoretical interpretation of some structures was wrong and the theory of symmetry

of vector sets did not concern with the space-groupoid theory and was wrong. A comment of

one of the referees for the paper, which was finally rejected by S.C. Abrahams, Editor of Acta

Crystallographica, is shown in Fig. 1. The referee is undoubtedly a space-groupoid theorist.

The referee insisted that the structure of Fig. B in Fig. 1 was a space-groupoid structure.

The structure can be modi丘ed to an OD structure. The OD structure consists of two layers,

the layers are called layer A and layer β in this paper. The layer A consists of small squares of
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which centers are at apexes of the large square. The layer B consists of the small square at b

and its equivalences. The layers A and B have the same two-dimensional translation symme-

try.

Recently, Grell (1984) described that the vicinity condition de丘nes OD structures. The
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Fig. 1, The comment of the referee of Acta Crystallographica.

vicinity condition requires every layers of OD structures to be of the same two-dimensional

translation symmery. The vicinity condition is satisfied for the structure. However, OD struc-

tures should have POs transforming a layer to another layer. We can not bring the layer A

to the layer B by an operation. The small square in the layer B can be obtained by rotating the

small square in the layer A by可2-♂ But the rotation does not bring the large square inthe

layer A to that of the layer B. That is to say, the rotation does not transform invariantly the

two･dimensional lattice.

If we postulate that POs should satisfy the vicinity condition the logical consequence is

●

unique and the comment of the referee becomes nonsense. In this paper, the author discusses

shortly the relation between the vicinity condition described by Grell (1984) and POs de丘ned

by Dornberger-Schiff & Grell-Niemann (1961).

2. Vicinity condition and partial operations

According to Grell (1984) :

The vicinity condition (VC) is said to hold for a structure (a set of structures) if and only if

(α) it (they) may be considered as consisting of disjunct parts periodic in two dimensions

(layers) which are either of the same or of a small number of kinds;
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(β) all layers of a crystal have a translational group ma + rib in common (a, b non-col-

linear);

(7V equivalent sides of equivalent layers are in any and all considered structures faced by

adjacent layers in such a way that the layer pairs thus formed are equivalent."
●

Dornberger-Schiff & Grell-Niemann (1961) described :

As all layers of the structures discussed are equivalent, there must exist partial operations
●

which transform any one of these layers either into itself or into any other layer. Such partial

operations will be called POs for short.

We shall not consider any partial operations referring to parts of a layer (or of layers) only.

Thus any repeating operation under consideration may be described by a PO or by combina･

tions ofPOs.

A PO is fully characterized by

(a) the transformation of space, and

(b) the layer which is to be transformed.

The transformation need not bring any other layer into coincidence with any part of the

sturcture. 'In addition, their foot-note described that "the term 'equivalent'stands for 'con･

gruent or enantimorphous .

The most important property of POs deducible from the above descriptions is that POs

must be rigid motions, because POs transform layers into equivalent (-congruent or enanti･

morphous) layers. The rigid motion compatible with the vicinity condition (β) has the rotation

●

part transforming mvariantly the common two dimensional lattice between the equivalent

layers. If the proposition that POs are rigid motions transforming invariantly the common two-
●

dimensional lattice between equivalent layers is approved, the layer A con nat be brought by
●

any POs to the layer B, since the rotation bringing the small squares of the layers A to the small
●

squares of the layer B can not bring the lattice (the large square) to that of the layer B. The

comment of the referee shown in Fig. 1 is denial to the proposition.

When we examine POs in the comment, we find out that the rotation part of a PO is effec-

tive in a certain domain (unit cell or structure unit). Hence, the rotation part of a PO consists

of in丘nite number of rotations. Space･groupoid theorists do not consider the relation between

the rotations, although the rotations should satisfy the two-dimensional translation sym-

metry. That the rotations satisfy the two-dimensional translation symmetry means that result

by a "rotation of a layers around an axis parallel to c and passing its lattice point*'is the same

as that by the rotation around an axis parallel to ¢ and passing another lattice point. When

●

the results of such rotations are all the same as the result by the rotation around the axis
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parallel c and passing the lattice origin, we say that the rotation transform invariantly the

■     ●

lattice. The rotations of POs described by the referee do not transform even the domain into the
●

equivalent domains, since the rotations described by the referee tilt the large square in Fig.

B. The only objects of the rotations are the points at apexes of the one of the small squares.

In other words, space of space-groupoid theory consists of a de丘nite number of points.

The terms in space一groupoid theory are quite different from those of space group theory.

For example, "the same transformation" appeared in the following description of Dornberger-

●

Schiff & Grell-Niemann (1961), "If two pairs of adjacent layers, e.g. Lp, Lp+1 and Lq, Lq+1 are
●

equivalent then there exists

either a PO * qa characterized by the same transformation as a PO p+lpq+q+ia

or a PO p+i,qb characterized by the same transformation as a PO p,q+ib.'¥

is quite different from ordinary meanings. Two

●

symmetry operations having the same rotations

and the same translations are said to be the

same in space group theory. The examples of

the same transformation of Dorberger-Schiff

& Grell-Niemann (1961) are illustrated in Fig.

2. Two curves with arrows in Fig. 2 (a) or (b)
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> ≡
Die Aequivalcnz crgibt sich

(a) aus den PDen　　　　　(b) aus den PDen

p>qT p+lyg+1^　　　　　　　　　　p+l>qPp,q+lP

Fig. 2, Fig. 4 of Dornberger-Schiff (1964)

indicates the same transformation. The two translation parts in Fig. 2 (b) are quite different.

Judging from Fig. 2(b), two transformations are said to be the same if they have the same

invariant position in OD structure theory.

Symmetry operations are made to be belonged to symmetry elements in OD structure or

space-groupoid theory. Then a symmetry operation (a rigid motion of whole crystal structure)

becomes an in丘nite set of symmetry operations belonging to own symmetry elements, since
●

symmetry elements are invariant positions under a symmetry operation, and there exist an

infinite number of symmetry elements in a crystal space for a symmetry operation. The atoms

in OD structures are also made to be belonged to the symmetry elements. Then, the author's

criticism that the rotation makes tilt the large square (lattice) becomes not effective, since the

rotation makes tilt only a small square belonging to the symmtry element by the frame work
●

of thinking of space-groupoid theorists.

Representation of POs by the form of hull and kernel described by Sadanaga & Ohsumi

(1979) and discussed by the author (1983) is given by the following form,

Vl: ♂(-P) (E,p) (Bp, bp) (1)
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ht　¥Bf¥ -Bpbp) (E,-p) ∂b) (2)

where

P-pcand♂(p)∂(-q)-lforp-q,∂(p)♂(一g)-0forp≒q.

Thenumberoftheelementsofthehullofanspace-groupoidbecomesin丘nite.Sincewecan

notobtainhpfromX-raycrystallographicalmethod,wecannotdeterminethehull.Hence,we

canconcludethatspace-groupoidtheoryisnotsuitableforinterpretationofX-raydmeraction●

phenomenabyODstructures.

3.Discussion

Poper(1959)requiredaconditionforanempiricalscientificsystem:itmustbepossiblefor

anempiricalscientificsystemtoberefutedbyexperience.Whenthisconditionisappliedtospace-

groupoidtheory,wemustbeabletocalculateX-raydiffractionintensityfromaspace-groupoid

andthecoordinatesofsymmetricallyindependentatomsinalayerforanODstructure.

Sincespace-gropoidstructuresofSadanaga&Ohsumi(1979)aremoretypicalthanOD

structures,letusexaminecorrespondencebetweendi取actedwaveamplitudeandPOsofthem

bymeansofelementaryX-raycrystallography.Whenanatomofithkindinaunitcellisat

(x,y,z¥thereareanotheratomofthesamekindat(x+nl9y+n2,z+n3),wherenl9n2andnz

areintegers.Thecontributionoftheatomtohth.diffractedwaveis

ftexp[27i;i{h(x+nl)+k(y+n2)+l(x+n3)}】

andthetotalcontributionoftheatomstranslativelyequivalenttotheithatominthestructure

becomes

At-FfF,at

where

F,--/vexp{2方i(hx+ky+lz)¥

SumI

Flat-∑∑∑exp¥2%iQinx+kn2+Iris)}�"

mmn-s

Thetotalcontributionoftheatomsinthestructurebecomes

total-ZA<

Hi

-(2F,)'FM

1

-F'Ftl
¥aU
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and jF is called the structure factor. The reason of treating only structure factors for ordinary

structures is that Flat is invariant by space group symmetry operations, in other words, lattices
●

are invariant by space group operations. This is the most important basic law of X-ray crystal-

lography. If we wish to extend the operations to non-space-group operations, we must examine

the lattice invariance by the operations at first. In space瑠roupoid structures, there are some

atoms of the same kind, which are equivalent to each other with respect to space-groupoid

theoretically but not equivalent to each other with respect to space group symmetry. If the

atomic position of one of such atoms is (x+rti, y+n2, z+nz), there is a PO transforming the

position to (x'+tzi, y+n2, z′+723). In this case, eventhough (x, v, z) is transformed to (x′, y,

z ), (nu 722, n3) is required to be invariant. If this requirement is satisfied, Flat becomes

invariant by the transformation. However this requirement is nonsense, since (x, y, z) and

(nl9 n2, rto) should be transformed by the same form. OD structure theorists say that POs are

transformation of space, but their space has singular points which are not moved by the

transformation. In conclusion, vicinity condition can not be compatible with POs described

by space-groupoid theorists.

It is necessary to introduce statistics into intensity equation for calculation of the in-

tensity of X-ray di飴action intensity of so-called OD structures. Space-groupoid theory may be

useful if statistical intensity equation can be derived from the theory. But, OD structure

theorists depend on statistical intensity equation which can not be derived from space･grou-

poids for the calculation. In addition, space-groupoid theory can not give any reasonable in-
●

terpretation for the existence of many polytypes of close-packed structures. Sequential oc-

currence of stacking vectors should be considered connectedly with POs. Dornberger-Schiff

(1964) discussed "Anahl Z der mit NB vertraglichen Lage einer Schicht Lp+1 bei vorgegebener

Lage der Nachbarschicht Lp". The author does not believe that the derivation of the number

Z is reasonable, because "Fortsetzung" is meaningless in the author's representation. We can

easily see that the number Z is insu氏cient to define a polytype of close-packed structures.
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